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Sabinet Legal Registers delivers benefits
discover.sabinet.co.za
Sabinet Legal Registers, provided in partnership with Libryo, takes the effort and stress
out of managing your organisation’s corporate governance and legal compliance.
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You’ll get a single dashboard view of detailed and well organised information as well as updates of relevant
legislative changes that affect your industry with descriptions of how these changes impact your operations.
Full scope legal register platform
All the regulatory legal requirements, applicable to each site. You can have unlimited users.

Truly site specific
Each legal register is uniquely configured to a site’s location and activities. The service is equally powerful for companies with multiple international operations.

Powerful search
Specifically designed to be intuitive to find exactly what you’re looking for. Legislation comes with plain English summaries.

Real-time updates
Never miss a legal update. These updates will allow you to track changes in your applicable legislation.

Interactive dashboard feed
Shows an activity log and communication feed. This allows users to message and log important information around their legislation.

Integration
Can integrate with any GRC software platform through our API as well as any Excel or Word risk assessment and audit report.
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Sabinet Legal Registers

Know your law from all law
Sabinet Legal Registers allows you to classify your sites according to location, industry
and risk item.
Sabinet Legal Registers delivers real benefits for:

RISK MANAGERS

COMPLIANCE MANAGERS

It is the only platform that enables operational
risk and legal risk to be managed in an
integrated manner.

It is the most time-efficient way to know which
legal sections apply to their different operations,
keep track of changes and understand the
implications.

MANAGEMENT SYSTEM SPECIALISTS

IN-HOUSE LEGAL TEAMS

It precisely integrates with management systems
and keeps them up to date.

It does ‘robotic legal tasks’ better than they
could, leaving them to add real value to their
companies.
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